Amazing experiences

- watch a game of cricket
- visit the Taj Mahal
- cross the Sahara desert on a camel
- see the pyramids of Egypt
- go on a gondola in Venice
- visit the film studios of Hollywood
- see an opera in Sydney
- go on a safari in Kenya
- surf the waves in Hawaii
- sail across the Atlantic
- swim next to dolphins
- play football with Zlatan
- go up to the crown of the Statue of Liberty
- see St Basil's cathedral in Moscow
- eat sushi in Tokyo
- take photos of whales in Canada
- eat a hotdog at the White House
- drink tea with Queen Elizabeth
- sing in public with Beyoncé
- act in a film
- chase a tornado in Oklahoma, USA
- spend a night in a haunted castle
- ski down Mont Blanc
- skydive in New Zealand
- try paragliding

→ Write 6 present perfect sentences about things that you have or have never done in your life, 3 sentences should be true and 3 sentences should be false!

For example  → I have skydived in New Zealand.

I have never eaten a hot dog with Barack Obama.

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

Homework → Rédige des phrases au "present perfect" sur les choses extraordinaires que tu as vécues jusqu'à présent.

- travel by plane
- win a swimming competition
- walk in a rainforest
- go rock-climbing
- swim in a river
- jump from one rock to the next
- try bungee jumping
- go hiking
- meet the Queen
- swim next to dolphins
- ride an elephant